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The mathematical theory of trees was first discussed by Cayley in 1857 (1) . He was successful in finding recursion formulas for counting the number of trees or rooted trees having a finite number of vertices, where the number of branches at a vertex was not limited. Cayley also recognized the possibility of studying the chemical problem of isomers by making use of the notion of a tree, although a restriction on the number of branches that may occur at a vertex is necessary for the solution of this problem. In 1931 Henze and Blair (2) developed recursion formulas for counting the number of trees or rooted trees having the same finite number of vertices, where the number of branches at a vertex was allowed to be at most four, except for a root vertex, which was allowed to have at most three branches. This was the first solution to a problem of isomers in chemistry.
The number of such trees with n vertices is precisely the same as the number of structurally isomeric, aliphatic hydrocarbons, i.e. the compounds of the molecular formula C,Hzn+2. The number of such rooted trees with n vertices is precisely the same as the number of structurally isomeric, mono-substituted, aliphatic hydrocarbons, i.e. the compounds of the molecular formula C,H2n+1X, where X represents any chemical radical or atom different from hydrogen.
In his classic publication in 1937 G. Polya (3) developed a powerful method for treating the symmetries of certain types of geometrical configurations under a given permutation group. Using as generating functions, power series whose coefficients represent the number of different possible configurations with respect to this permutation group, methods were developed which yield functional equations for these generating functions. These functional equations contain implicitly recursion formulas for determining the coefficients and his analysis of the functional equations resulted in asymptotic expressions for the coefficients. In particular, Polya studied many problems of interest to chemists, obtaining the recursion formulas of Henze and Blair, and Cayley; but he also solved a wealth of other problems connected with chemical isomers. Although, in his publication Polya restricts himself to counting those trees and rooted trees which are of foremost interest to chemists, it is clear that his methods permit generalization to the counting of trees and rooted trees in the cases we have covered. But it is not apparent that his methods of analysis of the generating functions can be generalized to yield asymptotic values.
It seems, however, that although the machinery he has set up is powerful for the solution of some very general problems in symmetries of geometrical configurations, much of it is superfluous for the treatment of trees or of rooted trees 1 The author wishes t o express his gratitude t o Professor E. Artin for the suggestion of this problem and for his encouraging help toward its solution. 583
alone. Accordingly, in this paper purely combinatorial methods are employed for the developing of relations between the generating functions. These methods enable one to study some general problems concerning the number of trees and of rooted trees and to find recursion formulas for counting these objects. Furthermore, the method used here for the counting of trees is new and interesting and considerably simpler than the methods used in the past. Also, general methods of analysis have been found which yield asymptotic values for the coefficients involved in each of the generating functions studied. By a tree we shall mean any finite, connected, one-dimensional complex, without cycles. By a vertex we shall mean an end point of a line segment occurring in the tree. (Thus a point is considered as vertex even if only one or two line segments contain it as end point.) By a rooted tree we shall mean any tree in which exactly one vertex, called the root, is distinguished from all the other vertices in the tree. By the rami$cation number of a vertex we shall mean the number of line segments which have that vertex in common.
We shall call two trees, T and T', homeomorphic if and only if there is a one-toone, bi-continuous transformation of T onto T', which maps the vertices of T onto vertices of T' and conversely. We shall call two rooted trees homeomorphic if and only if they are homeomorphic as trees in such a way that the root of one tree is mapped onto the root of the other and conversely.
Given a rooted tree T, then by removing an open line segment at the root of T, we split T into two parts. The part B which does not contain the root is called a branch of T. The removed line segment belongs to two vertices; one is the root of T, the other is a vertex of B. We consider B as rooted tree by designating this other vertex as root of B.
Several branches of T may be homeomorphic. The number of branches that are homeomorphic to one another is called the multiplicity of this type of branch. The following Iernma is then obvious:
LEMMA.
TWO rooted trees, T and T', are homeomorphic if and only if their branches are homeomorphic and occur with the same multiplicity.
We shall consider only those trees and rooted trees where the ramification number of each vertex, except a root, is not greater than a certain arbitrarily selected, positive integer m. (m = w is permitted and means there is no restriction imposed on the ramification numbers of these vertices.) For rooted trees we select arbitrarily another positive integer r and require that the ramification of the root be not greater than r. (Similarly, r = .o is permitted and means no restriction is imposed on the ramification number of the root.) Throughout the discussion we keep m fixed.
By A:' we mean the number of nonhomeomorphic rooted trees with n vertices, where the ramification number of the root is not greater than r. Since A;~,"-" will play a central role in the theory we put A:", "-' ) = A , as an abbreviation. Also for formal reasons we introduce the empty tree with no vertices and put A,, = 1.
We now define the following formal power series:
We develop G(t, x) in powers of t: which gives where gob) = 1 and
for r > 0. We contend that g,(x)
In order to find ~z i=
we first select a point as root and attach to it r branches. We must select the branches from rooted trees where the ramification number of the root is 5 m -1, in order to satisfy the limiting condition imposed by m. Furthermore, we must have n for the total number of vertices occurring in the r branches so that if we select po trees with no vertex p1 trees with one vertex p2 trees with two vertices such that x i -0 p, = T and C ; , 1 i p i = n then we get a rooted tree which is of the correct category to contribute to A;$. The number of selections of pi objects with possible repetitions from a total of Ai objects is and the product of these binomial coefficients over the index i gives, according to our lemma, the total number of rooted trees for our choice of p o , p l , ---. If we now sum these products over all pi satisfying Cia pi = r and Ci=1 ipi = n we get, again referring to the lemma, the total number of rooted trees with n + 1 vertices where the ramification number of each of the vertices in the branches is bounded by m and the ramification number of the root is bounded by r. Since we have go(x) = +o(z) = 1and since we have just shown g,(x) = +,(x) for r > 1 this gives m (1)
On the other hand
) .
Hence,
Hence, in particular Since A~~, " -" = A , we have (whether m is finite or infinite) and in case m is finite we get the following relation for ~( x ) :
I n case m = rn we put $(x) = $,(x) = 1 / x or cp(x)= 1 +x+(x). Substituting in (2) we obtain So on one hand we have and on the other hand (1) shows
Both sides of the preceding expression are infinite sums of formal power series in x and t and late terms of these sums contain only high powers of t as well as x. Therefore, we may substitute t = 1 on both sides and obtain an identity. The right hand side then indicates a formal limit process which has for limit $(x) because for any partial sum and it is easy to see that $k(2) and $(x) must have identical coefficients up t o and including the term with xk+'. Hence we get
Trees
In order to count the number T, of (unrooted) trees with n vertices we first establish the following lemma. Given a tree T, let To be a subtree having no two of its vertices similar under any homeomorphism of T onto itself. Given a vertex P of T, with P not in To ; but let P be adjacent to a vertex Q of To .
Assume a a homeomorphism which maps T onto itself and assume of u that a(P) = P' is in To. Then putting a(&) = Q' and calling 1 the segment P -Q and 1' the segment P' -Q' we contend:
LEMMA.Either 1' = 1 or Q' = Q.
PROOF.Taking out 1 splits T into two parts Tp , TQ and taking out 1' splits T into two parts Tpl , TQ,. Since a is a homeomorphism we know u(Tp) = Tpl and cr(TQ) = Tor . We assume now 1' # 1 and shall prove Q' = 6 ) . To that effect it is sufficient to prove that 1' is in To ,for then Q' would be in TO and since no two different vertices of To are similar, we would know Q' = &. We assume 1' tj TO and deduce a contradi~t~i on. But since Q' e To and 1 4 Tot , we know the subtree Tot is contained within T o , TQl C T Q . Furthermore, the fact that I ' E To and P' # Q' means that Tot is a proper subtree of To ; but this together with the finiteness of T contradicts the fact that a is a homeomorphism such that a(To)= Tat .
Assume noIT To is the largest subtree of T which contains no two similar vertices; then any vertex of T which is a neighbor to a vertex of To is similar to a vertex of To,for otherwise Towould not be maximal of its kind. By induction on the number of intervening vertices we see that every vertex of T is similar to one of T o . We contend every line segment of T (except a symmetry line) is similar to exactly one line segment of To. Since every vertex of T is similar to one of Towe may as well assume that one end, say Q,of the given line segment P -Q lies on T o . The other end P will then be adjacent to Q. If P is also on Tothere is nothing to prove, for then P -Q lies on Toand is of course similar to itself under the identity mapping. In case P is not on To then we know P is similar to a vertex P' of To(because Tois assumed to be maximal of its kind) and our lemma shows that the mapping which carries P into P' maps the segment P -Q into the segment P' -Q which is on To(except in case P -Q is a symmetry line).
Thus, if Tois a subtree of T and is maximal of our type it contains exactly one representative for each class of similar vertices of T and each class of similar lines of T . It is furthermore important that To is itself a tree. Now the Euler characteristic of any tree, namely the number of vertices minus the number of segments is 1. Since this is true in To we have the following theorem, which is a certain refinement of the Euler characteristic of a tree:
THEOREM. In any tree the number of nonsimilar vertices minus the number of nonsimilar lines (symmetry line excepted) i s the number one.
Consequently, if we count the total number of nonsimilar vertices occurring among all trees with n vertices, subtract the total number of nonsimilar line segments (except symmetry lines) occurring among these trees, then each individual tree gives the contribution 1, so we get as result the total number of trees. The total number of nonsimilar vertices is just A:~'. The total number of nonsimilar line segments (symmetry line excepted) is with Aniz= 0 for n odd. Namely, the first member of the left hand side counts the number of trees with a stressed line such thatr removing the line gives two rooted trees with different numbers of vertices. In the sum each term is counted twice, hence the factor 4. The second member counts the number of trees with a stressed line segment such that removing the line gives two rooted trees with the same number of vertices. This stressed line will never be a symmetry line, because no repetitions are allowed in the selection. In bot,h members we are careful that the ramification number of every vertex in the united tree is bounded by m. Hence, if we define T , as the number of trees with n vertices, we have If we now define +(x) = T I + TSX+ + . we get which holds for m = co ,where we replace +,(x) by J/(x).
Analytic Behavior of the Power Series
We have and the logarithmic derivative gives 
Hence a I 3 for all finite m, so certainly for m = x . The functional equations and for m finite
and for m infinite
where This is a functional equation that has been studied in detail by Wedderburn (4). Since we found that for any m +l(x) = ~( x ) and for m finite + m -~( a )= l / a we get, in case m = 3, that ~( a ) = l / a and hence p ( a ) = 0. Consequently, p(a2) = 2 a ,~( a * )
Assume we know the numbers co = 6a2, etc. 
6.
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2"+1
2;/p(a2"+') = 1 -a --. A, and T,agree with those obtained by actual count using the recursion formulas for the special cases m = 4 and m = oc . The asymptotic value for A, is denoted by x,,similarly for T,. The data in the case-m = 4 were taken from the
